If you have vintage windows and are looking to...

- Increase the energy efficiency of your home
- Reduce outside sounds
- Maintain the original beauty and charm of your existing windows
- Keep your structure architecturally accurate & increase its value
- Protect your glazing from outside elements
- Regain smooth operation
- Add insulation to stained/leaded glass

We have a solution for you!

“Based on the energy modeling that we did for the building, including live mock-ups, the study showed that the SLIPs were very close to the energy performance of the IGU option, and given the lower cost the decision was made to go with the SLIP system. We are now three years into occupancy and have had no issues with the windows. The SLIPs are unobtrusive, allowing us to save hundreds of historic windows and still meet our stringent standards of energy performance that exceed Oregon State Code.”

- George Bleekman
Owner’s Representative, U of O
Capital Design & Facilities Management

For a simple, yet powerful, way to modernize and retain the charm and value of your vintage windows, SLIP is the perfect product. Visit our website at www.windowslip.com
Are you a homeowner with old vintage windows? Are you tired of high heating and cooling costs because of drafty windows but don’t want to replace your windows? **Good news, you don’t have to!**

We understand how important it is to not only keep your vintage windows, but also be as energy efficient as possible. With this in mind, we have developed an innovative and cost-efficient way to retain your original wood windows while making them more efficient, operational, and save you money.

**Value of Older Windows**

Vintage windows are made of long-lasting, quality materials that — with the right upkeep — add value and charm to the home and will last another lifetime. These wood windows are constructed of old growth timber. The wood is much denser and more weather resistant than today’s tree farmed softwoods.

SLIPS, unlike conventional storm windows, are practically invisible. They have a sleek look and feel with a low profile, allowing for no loss in outside viewing space. You’ll also retain full functionality. Installing a SLIP can be done very quickly with minimal to-no disturbance.

With our SLIP product, an additional tempered glass pane is added to the sash, without replacing or altering your original glass. It will protect and preserve the original glass and the glazing of your windows.

Energy testing shows that the insulation rivals the performance of modern insulated glass units. However, a benefit of SLIPS is that they won’t fail requiring periodic glass replacement. This means lower future maintenance cost.

**Window Operation**

When going with the SLIP, not only can the function be restored to operating casements but if you’re a homeowner with vintage single or double hung windows, you’ll benefit from our unique SLIP System. This system enables the sash to be adapted for a hidden balance system which will support the extra weight on your windows while they operate. As a result, you’ll get smooth and seamless function from your window.

**Weatherstripping**

Quality Kerf-in weatherstripping is also added to operational windows. This prevents unwanted air leaks and drafts and will also tighten up loose sash.

SLIPS are a proven product and have been used on large projects such as Fort Vancouver, U of O Gerlinger Hall, and many more. The results of using the product have been outstanding.